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Rand note: the second and third quarters of the year tend to be higher volatility 
periods for the rand 
  

 

 

 

  

 

   

   



 

   

   

 

   

   



 

 

  
      

•   Global financial markets have turned more severely risk off, driven by a number of factors, 
but chiefly that the typical risk averse period of the middle two quarters of the year 
(northern hemisphere summer period) coincides with the severe tightening cycle of the 
US. 

•   Global growth concerns have come to the fore, not just the effects of the severe interest 
rate  hikes in the US, on both US and global growth, but also the surge in COVID-19 
infections in China, and resultant lockdowns, and the increase in sanctions against Russia. 

•   The annual sell (risk assets)-in-May and-go-away (typically from risk asset trading) has 
exacerbated market sensitivity (typically increasingly thinner trading over Q2 and Q3), and 
the rand has increasingly weakened since the second half of April.  

•   Foreigners have been net sellers of SA equities, of -R26.7bn, respectively (net of 
purchases) from the second half of April to date (JSE trading data), which has weighed on 
the rand, while settled data shows only R2.8bn in net bond purchases (Bloomberg and the 
JSE). 

•   The JSE has dropped to 67 978, from 78 297 in March, while the MSCI emerging market 
bond index has tracked down since early April after some strength earlier in Q1.22, and 
then recovery in March from the impact of the start of the Russian/Ukraine conflict.  

•  However, foreigners are substantial sellers of EM portfolio assets, particularly China, and 
this has caught up with the rand too over April. Commodity prices fell over April, also 
subduing the rand,  particularly for metals prices. 

•   Resource counters too cooled over the period, with this section of the JSE instrumental in 
its overall moderation. Coal prices are still elevated, a key export but SA is facing huge 
challenges meeting export demand, and stockpiles are growing for bulk exports. 

•  Indeed, rail deterioration has seen Transnet cancel long-term railing agreements for coal 
exporters reportedly under force majeure as the entity has been unable to overcome the 
damage from cable theft, inability to obtain locomotive spare parts and other issues.  

•  The April floods in KZN will also have damaged the currency’s performance as it hit exports 
in that province, and in general foreign investors sentiment towards SA has been dulling. 
The rand has disassociated from the strong EM currencies’ pack it was in earlier in the 
year.  
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•   The Brazilian real, Colombian and Mexican pesos, Russian ruble and Peruvian sol remain 
the leaders in the EM currency basket, all stronger since the start of the year, and the 
Brazilian real and the Russian ruble also against a year ago (Bloomberg data).   

•   The rand has failed to hold its own against increased USD strength, while the ruble has 
gained on special support measures, including requirements for oil and gas purchases to 
be made in rubles, export earnings to be converted into rubles and emergency capital 
controls. 

•   The Brazilian real has gained from the high prices of its key exports which include crude 
petroleum, wheat, soybeans, sugar, meat and iron ore, with many of these prices still high, 
or only seeing mild moderation against both a month and year ago. 

• The rand is seen to be strongly undervalued at above R16.00/USD, and will likely track 
back to between R15.00/USD to R15.50/USD as USD strength eases. US CPI and PPI 
figures are due out on Wednesday and Thursday this week. 



•   Expectations are for US CPI  inflation to ease to 8.1% y/y, from 8.5% y/y in March, and 
PPI inflation to drop to 10.7% y/y from 11.2% y/y, with lower outcomes likely highly positive 
for markets, which would reduce risk aversion and likely strengthen the rand.  

•   Base effects will increasingly suppress US inflation for the rest of 2022 and no further 
sharp run-up in commodity prices is expected. While 50bp hikes are expected at the next 
two FOMC meetings, a quicker run-down in inflation could see hikes of 25bp instead by 
Q3.22.   

•   Such a moderation in US rate hikes (a 50bp hike is still likely in the US in June but a 25bp 
in July instead is possible) would provide an extremely positive boost to financial markets, 
likely severely reducing the risk off mood currently prevailing. 

•  The USD’s recent marked strength would likely ease, allowing the rand to recover. So far 
this quarter, the rand averages R15.20/USD, but is trading at R16.23/USD, R17.14/EUR 
and R20.11/GBP, with the crosses also suffering against the USD.   

•   SA’s leading political party, the ANC, sees its elective conference at the end of this year 
with Cyril Ramaphosa expected to remain its leader, and so President of SA. However, 
noisy politics will also have the ability to weaken the rand.    

    
 



 

   
 

 

  



 

 

  
 

   

   
 

   

  
 

 


